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By Jeremiah Digges

Peninsula Press. Paperback. Condition: New. 228 pages. Dimensions: 9.0in. x 6.0in. x 0.5in.It is a hard
life. That is the way they put it, the dark, weather-worn fellows who go shuffling in their sea-boots
up and down the streets of any Yankee fishing village. If you ask how they are getting along, that will
be the stock answer. But if you go with them into the cold, the fog, and the fury of the waters where
they spend most of their time, then from these men you will need no answer. The sea, and their own
nightmarish struggle for a subsistence from it, will tell you what no word, no shrug of bent shoulder,
no sigh of mans breath, can tell. Yes, a hard life, such as the sea has always held out to those who
go down to it for their keep. If anyone should stack up all the ships logs, the sailors journals, the
newspaper stories and other non-fiction all the writings into the workaday record of the sea gather
them in one big pile and then compare them with anything that has ever been imagined of the
doings of men ashore, that saltwater account would reveal more...
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This pdf may be worth acquiring. It is definitely simplified but surprises inside the fi y percent of the pdf. I am pleased to let you know that this is the very
best ebook we have read inside my own lifestyle and could be he finest publication for ever.
-- Pr of . Abe Sa tter f ield IV-- Pr of . Abe Sa tter f ield IV

The book is fantastic and great. it was writtern really perfectly and useful. I discovered this pdf from my i and dad suggested this book to learn.
-- Dr . Cor die Upton III--  Dr . Cor die Upton III
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